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New methods are described for enumerating arrays, and for a gener;,lization t!iat is rqulred 
for a Bayesian analysis of contingency tables. Exact and approximate forrnlrilac ZT%C’ given, 
together with some number-t heorctic results. 
1. Iatroductiorh 
An array is a rectangte of non-negative integers, or the natu :ai generalization in 
more than two dimensions. We assume that an array is twc-dirnens!ianaI unless 
otherwise stated. We shall be concerned with the problem of enumerating arrays 
with assigned marginal totals and with a more general prcTblem related to the 
Bay&an analysis of contingency tables. The enumeration of arrays has received a 
fair amount of attention; see, for example, MacMahon [17], Anand, Dumir, and 
Gupta [2], Cariita [3,4], Crimson [ 123, Gupta [13], Gupta and N;ith IN], Abramson 
and Moser [I], Stein and Stein 1223, Stanley [21], and Good f IO], and work cited in 
those papers. We shall not be coi?cerned with “symmetrical” arrays bec;au!;e, apart 
from the combinatorial interest, KC are anxious to apply the results SO con!ingencp 
tables and these are not usually symmetrical, although some are, for exam+. 
Good [ 9, pa SS]. 
Denote the numbers of rows and columns of an array by t and s, respcctkc&, 
andthe~owandco~un~ntota~sby~, (i=2.2,.. ,r)andn!0’=1,2,....s). il-ct 
&2,.&L,= 
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Glhere %Z (. l l ) denotes “the coefficient of . . . in”. (The notion (nJ, with parenthe- 
ses, denotes the sequence of n,.‘s.) Then A (1, (n& (nJ) is equal lo the number of 
r x s arrays having marginal totals (nl.) and (n .J, whereas A (k, (n i.), (n .j)) is a more 
general exprcqsion whosle value is required in a ccxtain Bayesian approach to the 
analysis of contingency tables, Good f9, p. 52; IO]. The case k = - 1, Iikc k = 1, is 
also of combinatorial interest, since (- l)NA (- 1, (n,.), (n ,J) = A *((n& (n .J), the 
number of arrays (incidence mstrices) when all cell entries are 0 or 1. 
Most of the literature on arrays is concerned with finding exact values for 
AU,(n(),(n.,)) in various special circumstances, for example, when r = s and all 
the marginal totals are equal to n, so that we are dealing with “magical arrays” so to 
speak (since th$y are not quite magic squares), in which case we write 
A (k, (a! ,.), (n ,)) := A (k, n, r x r). MacMahon 117, Vol. II, p. 1611 was the first to 
prove that 
A(l,n,3x 3) := (“;2)+.3(“;3), 
and it was conjectured by Gupta [?, p. 768) that A (1, n, t x r) is of the form 
(‘2) 
A(l,n,r x r) = c a,,: 
r-n 
nr+_rl-+12;i) . (1 l 3) 
Abramson and Moser [I] proved, using heavy algebra, and Smith 1201 reported (but 
did not publish his proof) that 
A(‘l,n,Od) = (nS3j+20(n:J)+152(“:5)+352(n~6). WV 
Stein and Stein [22] assumed Gupta’s conjecture and programmed a “branching 
algorithm” on a computer specially designed f,;(r combinatorial calculations. It 
enableid them to calculate A (1, n, r X r) for t = 4,5,6 and for enough values or” n to 
determine all the corresponding coefficients ar.i (together with an additional value 
of n to obtain a check of their calculations and of the conjecture). The conjecture 
was finally proved by Stanley 121). 
Some other results can be inferred from Abramson and Moser [I]. For exiample, 
they generalized (1.2) by considering r x 3 arrays with all row totals equal to n, and 
column totals p, v, m - CL - v (n 2 p, n 3 v, r >, 2), and they showed that 
A ((n, n2, n, . . . , n),(~.Y,rn --fl -I+)= 
A related special result is that if n.] -k a 2 + l l . f PZ.,,-~ s n,. (i = I, 2,. . . , r), then 
f arrays is ~q~~a? to the pro ctfaomj=1toj=s--Itoft er of 
artit~ons Of t5.i linto r non-n tive parts, that is, 




n( j=t I ) r-l ’ (1.6) 
The proof of this result is that corresponding to eac,h of the s - 1 partitions there is 
ciearly just one way of filling ;n the last column to satisfy the marginal totals. 
Approximations and an asymptotic formula for A (k, (n, ), (n ,)) were given by 
Good [‘HI], for “large” k. The first term of the asymptotic formula wa:: found, in all 
the examples examined, to be within about 30% of the correct value even with k as 
small as 1 by Good [IO) and Crook and Good [7], in other words for tile number of 
arrays, but for the application to contingency tabIes values of k less than, 1 are also 
of interest. Iln the present paper we give, among other things, (i) for,mulae for 
A(k, 2, F x r), A (b, n, 2 x 21, A (k, n, 3 x 3) (n s 4): and A (k, 3, r x t) (r s 4), (ii) 
new approximations for A (k, (11, ), (n J), ( iii some congruence properties for ) 
A (I, n, t x r) and for A *(n, r x r), (iv) an algorithm for computing A (k, (n i ), (n ,)), 
and especially for A (k, n, r x I), using roots of unity, and a generalization to more 
dimensions; and (v) an outline of how the branching algorithm usec by Stein and 
Stein 1221 for the case k = 1 can be generaiizec’. 
2. Other formulae for A (k, (n , ), (n ,)) 
By expanding the various factors in the generating function for A (k, (M, ), (n ,)), 
given by (I. l), we see that 
A(k.(n,h,(n ,)) = c* n (m”k+kl- ‘) . 
4 
(2.1) 
where Z5* denotes a summation over all arrays (m,) for which the marginal totals 
are (ni,) and (PI.,). Thus A (k, (PI,.), (n ,)) is a “weighted enumeration” of arrays, the 
weight associated with an array being n,, w (m,), where w (m ) == ("+i- '). Some Iof 
the analysis in this paper would be vahd fcrr any function w, an3 the right side of 
(1 .I) would be replaced by 
% (n .u n y;‘) n c w(m)x?yj”. 
, il m 
(2.2) 
When an array is a contingency table, the numbers m,, denote frequencie:s in a 
sample. Formula (2:. 1) shows tlhat the contribution to A (k, (n t ), (n J) from an;/ one 
array depends on the frequencies of these frequencies; that is, if fU of rise rs 
frequencies tBz,, are: equal to IA, then the contribution is 
uck-1 L 
U > 
(u ” 0,1,2,3,. .), (2.3) 
which of course is always a finite product. enote the number 
of arrays havin al tithes (n, ) a e fre 
f = (f,, fz, f$, , . it f. from the notation because it does not affect the 
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following formula.) Then 
When k = -l,wehavef,~=N,f,=~~=.~~ = 0, the product reduces to ( - I)? and 
(2.4) states that ( - lJNA ( - 1, (n i ), (n,J) r A “((n ,.), (n ,j))e N(f ; (n i.), (PI .J) ~IMY be 
described as “the frequency of the frequencies of the frequencies’“. When k = 1, 
(2.4) is obvious. 
3. Formulae for I L (k, 2, t x I) 
Denote by b, the number of r x I arrays with all marginal totals equ:al to 2 and no 
t in any ceil, so that b, = A *(2, t x t ) = A ( - 1,2, r x I). AH the entries in the array 
are O’s and l’s and, for example, b, = (1, bz = 1, and b, = 6. We define b. =: 1. Then 
we have the recurrence relation for r * 2: 
b, = 0 ; [2b,_, t (I - I)br-i], (3 1) . 
which gives b, = 90, b, = 2040,. . . . This relation is somewhat simxjler than that 
published by Gupta et al. 12, p. 7631, namely 
6, = jr (I -- 1)‘[(2r - 3)b,_.z + (r - 2)*br. j]. 
The following proof of (3.1) is of some interest. 
imagine a circuit starting at a cell containing a I in the top row nf the array, 
proceeding to the other 1 in that row, then down to the other 1 in the column so 
h-eached, then across to the oiiher 1 in the row so reached, and so on until we return 
1.3 the original cell. (We certainly cannot return to any celi before artiving at the 
x5ginal one because a.11 the o;l:hers on the path are already connected irectly to two 
Vs.) Theree are 
fr(r - P)‘(r - 2J2 l l l (r - a)’ 
slrch circuit:; possible, conskting of 2a -k 2 edges {a = 1,2, . . , ), and, if the Q + 1 
rows and Q f 1 colurslns containing the l’s in such a circuit are removed, there wil1 
he b, D -I w:tys of completing the array. This proves thar 
b, = jr((r - 1)2b,+ c (P - l)*(r - 2)*b, _ i + (r - 1)2(r - 2)2(r - 3)%,.., + 8 * - ). 
I’herefore 
2bJr = (I - Q’b,.., + 2b,..J(r -- 13, 
which proves (3.1). 
@,2, r X r) in te 
2’s in cells, na two 2’s 
subject to any such placing, there are b,..., ways of completing the r x r array to 
make all marginal totals equal to 2. Thus, using “partition notation”, we have 
,(lz-,,) = (1) f(f - 1) * l l jf -s -t l)h s. 
Therefore, by (2.4), we have 
From (3.2) we can deduce the following double exponential generating function: 
2 A (k,2,r x r)~‘/(r!)~ = ef*‘<l _ &Zx)‘! 
r=O (3.3) 
which generalizes the special case of k = 1 given by Gupta et al. [2, p. ‘764j and 
which they describe as “suggested by the referee”. To prove (3.3) observe that th2 
left side is equal to 
2 2 If(r - 1) ’ * ’ (f - s + 1)12 (k + ‘)2 k 2(,-r)b _ x, 
(T !)2s ! 2 r s r=O I 
But, according to [2, p. X4], 
2 b,y r /(t !)’ = e-+ p (1 - y )“’ (3.4) 
and (3.3) follows after a little simplification. (Incidentally (3.4) its the ,me k = - 1 of 
(3.3).) From this result we see that 
z g2-’ ;) (2s - I)!! (I) k’“’ 
Eo 
(3.5) 
which is somewhat simpler than (3.2) and wiil be useful for comparing orthodox ancl 
Bay&an significance tests, for some contingency tables having small cell expecta- 
tions. (Hert I!! = O!! = (- I)!! = 1,6!1= 6.4 - 2, etc.) The case k =: 1 of (3.5) is given 
by Stein and Stein [ZZ, p. 31 and our more general formula can also be obtained by 
their method. 
By di~e~ent~at~ng (3.3), after ta s, we can 
relation (valid for r = I&3,4, . . . ): 
) - 2(? - l&a, -t(k ), (3.6) 
28 I.J. Good, J. F. Crook 
where r ! k: hr (k ) = 2’A (k, 2, r >1: r), Ajk,2,OxO)= 1, and A&2, 1 x l)= 
k(k + 1)/2. I’his recurrence relatlc!n is especially convenient fur tabulating 
A (k, 2, P x r) For any fixed value of k. The cases k = 1 and k = - I of (3.6) yield 
slight tran,.... c~4~~~*ukation:; of equation (18) of [2] and of our equation (3.2). The 
sequence a, (I ’ {r = 0, 1,2, . . . ) begins 1, 2, 6, 28, 188, 1656, 17992, 2320 16. 
4. 2 x 2 magical arrays 
The 2 x 2 magical arrays are characterized by r = s - 2, with alI tile marginal 
totals equal to n. By formula (2.1) we have, 
We can therefore deduce a generating function which can be written in terms of 
binomial coefficients and also in terms of hypergeometric functiom or Legendre 
functions, thus 
$,A(k,n.2x2)xn = [ 2 (“ik; 1)2xn]2 
r n ==I’ 
= [F(k, k ; 1; x )]” (4.2) 
= (1 - x yk [F( 1 - Ii., 1 - k ; 1; x )I7 
= (1 - x)-“k [Pk -1 (p)]* 
= (1 - xp *[P-k (p)]‘. 
Fbr the transformations used here see Erd6lyi et al. [S, pp. 64 and 1 ZS], Whittaker 




A (2, @,2x.2)X” = (1 +x)(1 - x )-“* 
5. 3 X 3 magical array3 
For 3 x 13 tnagical cirrays we make use of the “syzygetic” basis discovered by 
i”vtacMahos: [IT, p. MC]. We define a basis for magical arrays a? a set of arrays such 
that (i) every linear combination of members af the set, with non+regative integer 
coefficients, is a magical array; (ii) every agical array issoexpf~ssi&; afld(iii)n(n 
sis eIe*ment is so expressible in ter crf the others. flic;arly a basis for r x r 
must include all I x P permutaaic, matr&s, thaf is, the r! ma&es 
~~~s~sts of r l’s and (aZ -- t) cl’s n distinct rows an 
ahon proved that for 3 = 3 t e basis c~s;$;s the six tioa 
29 
matrices alone and is connected by a single “syzygy” (or linear dependence with 
ral coefficients). The syzygy is 
(5.d) 
where 
A,=#$, B, = {&y-J (w = 1,2,3) (SS2) 
where the subscripts i - i and i - i are taken modulo 3, and Kronecker’s 6’s are to 
be understood. Each A is a simple “circuiix” and each B a “skew circulix”. 
Owing to the syzygy (5.1), the expression of a magical array as a linear 
combination of the basis elements is rot unique, but a “canonical” representation 
can be constructed. In fact, if an arr;,y C is of the form 
then, by using the syzygy, we can subtract min (j3,, &, j&) from each of PI, j32 and 13, 
and add it to each of CY~, a . and a3. Thus we can force at feast one of the three j3’s 
to vanish, and this will su;lply our canonical representation of C. 
We can categorize the zanonicaf ways of obtaining the magical arrays having 
marginal totals n according to the partitions of n into six parts 
where one of the j3’s is zero. The order of the a’s among themselves, and the order 
of the j3’s among themselves, can be changed without affecting the frzquency count 
of the array, and also the a’s can be interchanged with the p’s when ala2a3 = 0. 
The number af distinct sequences (a,, a2,a3. PI, &, &) obtained from given sets 
(a,, a2* a3) and (PI, j&, &) then appears as a numerical co&Gent in A (k, n, 3 x 3); 
for example, the cases where IZ =3andonea is2and;rnec rsl,oronea is1 and 
one j3 is 2, provide 18 arrays each with the frequent] count 0*122’3’. To see that thjis 
is the frequency count and to obtain the factors by which these coefficients are 
muItIplied it is necessary to hold in mind that no two A’s have a 1 common, and no 
two B’s; but that each A has one I. in common with teach B. We thus obtain, by 
using (2.3), 
A(k,O,3x.J)= 1 (5.3) 
A (k, 1,3 x 3) = 64 -+ (5.4) 
(53) 
A (k, 3,3 X 3 j = 6 2 (5.6) 
1.J. Good, J. F. Crook 
It can be generaliy proved tha:’ A (C, n, I x r) is a polynomial in k of degree MI, in 
fact A(k,(n,),(n ,)) is of degree N (see (1.1)). 
or computing A (1, n, 3 x r) the argument is simpler because the individual 
contributions to f he answer depend only on the number of zeros among 
a, b, C, d, e, f. We cnn thus obtain 
= (“:“)_(“:‘).;=3 (‘,!4+‘)c(“:“). 
~hicb result ~3s otherwise obtained by MacMahon. 
This method appears to be irn; bractic ibIe for I > 3. 
6~ A formula for A (k, 3, r x r) 
The case k =: I of the following formula is given by Stein and Stein [22] and this 
more ,qeneral formula can be proved by using the generalized homogeneous 
product sums h, (k ), defined in Section Bl of Good [lo], in place of the h, (1)‘s used 
b!l Stein and Stein. 
r!kr 
A(k,3,~)=-~ 2: (’ r 
31 )r 
- 3 (CL -I- 3v)!k p+2u 
A.*,v \ A, p, v v!6 
7 
where A, p, v run through ail non-negative integers for which A + p + v = r. This 
f(~rrnu~a c n be used for the t&buLttion of A (k, 3, r x I) just as it was used for the 
exe k s= 1 by Stein and Stein [22]. Wen k 1s equated to - 1, (6.1) reduces to ( - I)’ 
tmes the formula for A *(3, I x r) which was akcb stated and tabulated by Stein and 
Stein. ,where A * denotes, as in Section 1, the number of arrays when alll entries are 
0 or (6.1) one can rLoadil;y obtain the formulae 
llze anufwfurion of arrays 33. 
A(k,3,4x4)=412kdi- 12ks~58k”-t234k7~81Sk8t 22SOk’-+ 4&50k’0 
c 4 Zt#Xi ” + 1924k “J/27 (6.5) 
of which (6.2) is obvious from (2.3); (6.3), and (6.4) can be seen to agree with (4.1) 
and (5.6); and (6.5) correctly reduces to the values (2008 and 24) given in the tables 
of Stein snd Stein when & = 1 and when k = - I. 
By writing 
(p + 3p)! = I p e-'t"""dt 0 
WC can transform (6.1) formally, after some straightforward manipulation, into the 
(divergent) double exponential generating function 
c A (k, 3, I x r)~: - x)‘/@!)~ = e-kx13 
F I 
8o e+~~““J&‘(t”k ‘x)/3)dt (6.6) 
(I 
where the symbol F indic,;rtes that an equation is formal, and Jo denotes the Bessel 
function of the first kind and order zero. We can deduce that 
c A (k,3, r x t)( - x)‘/(r!)” ; e-“*” 2 
(3v)!( - k% )” 
a, pIo 36’ (I, !)“( 1 + f k Zig ).I‘* + t 
(6.6a) 
of which the case k = ? is mentiond by Comtet 16, p. 1X]. (6.6a) could be used for 
the automatic computation i,f + (k,3, r x t), with the heIp of a program that 
performs polynomial algebra. Comtet states that there is, for A (1,3, r x r), a linear 
recurrence relation of the sixth order with coefficients that are polynomials in r, but 
he retracted this statement in a private communication in February, 197% 
When k > 0, the integral in (6.6) is convergent near n = 0 only for real and 
non-negative values of x. It then gives the sum of a divergent series by a method 
strongly resembling Borel’s method (see Hardy f 15, pp. 83 and 1821). 
By putting t = - 1 and changing the sign of x’ w2 obtain 
==e .x/3 Tp 
(3v)!( - x)’ 
F ;$i 36’(v!)‘(l - fx)3u+J * 
It is interesting that 2 A (k, n, r x r)( - x )‘i(r!).’ (n = 1,2; k > 0) can be written in 
forms resembling (6.6)., namely 
e -.‘a = e” t~o(2~~(tkx )) 
and, from (3.3), 
32 d.J. Good, J.F. Crook 
respectively; but there may IX no corresponding formula for YE ZJ 4. Formulae 
resembling (6.1) can be developed for c2 2% 4, but they dre much more comphcated. 
The results for n = 4, k = 2 1 are given in [22]. 
7, Approximations 
Approximations for A (k, (ni,), (n ,J) are suggested in [ 101, including the following 
one for the case k == 1, which arises out of a statistical interpretation: 
For example, the ratio of the right side to the correct value of A (1, n, 5 x 5) is 0.708 
for n = 12, 0.721 for M = 4, 0.724 for n = 6, and is 0.726 for n = 8. The ratio for 
A (I, 3,15 x IS) is 0.6~52. An analogous approximation to A * is 
A *t(nI htn ,)I== n (n:,) rI (J/ (1) l V-2) 
For exampIe, the ratio to the correct value of A *(2,!5 X 5) is l.SOO, and for 
A *(:I, 15 x If!) the ratjo is 1.598. But O’Yttill [I$) has sta!ed that. if all the marginal 
tota!% are less than (logrpULc (F XI), in other words for sufficiently sparse square 
array:i, then the asymptotic approximation, for r = s --*m, is 
A *((n t )9 (a ,)) - (7.3) 
of which a special case is 
For the two tables just mentioned, the ratio- of this asympotic approximation to the 
correct values are 1.053 and 1.115, so that (7.3) may often be more accurate than 
(7.2) even when the array is much less sparse than is required by OWeif’s condition. 
Stein and Win mention that Everett has shown that 
A(Z,r :< t)jA *(2,r x t)-+e as r-+00. (7.5) 
N4w it can be seen from (3.5) that 
(3.6) 
the approximation being good if j4kr 1% 1. We can deduce (7.5) by putting k =: 1 
and - I ant+ then taking the ratio. The first f(Qirn on’ (7.6) is much the more accurate 
form when , kr 1 is not large and this form Ss less than A (k, 2, c x I) when k r 0. ‘The 
can be written in terms of the incomplete Gamma functiw. If kr is small, 
,z,r % up= r!(k/2)‘. 
is in ~~r~~sting o pate; from Stein and Stew 
of A (n, r x r)/A *(ti, I x r), for r = 1S and ~0 = 2,3,4. and S are 1.034, 4.W%, 9. i !I0 
and &37, so it is natural to ask whether 
(When n = 2, the ratio is even better approximated by ewp f2r/(2r - l)].) This result 
has been proved by Everett and Stein [SA]. Their proof is lengthy. 
The formulae (9 1) to (9.9) would all be implied by the followinp more general 
formula: 
A(k,(rt,),(rt ,),:. x s) = (7.81 
which ak)pears to be valid for large t and s, if the table is “sparse” in the sense that 
all cell “expectations” U, n ,/N are small. (This condition is much fess stringent thar: 
O’Neil’s :‘parsity cz>ndition.) 1% shalt give a somewhat heuristic proof ,if (7.8) in 
outline. L’e think of the array as a contingency table with statisiically independent 
rows and columns, so that the probability of the interior (n,,), given the marginal 
totals (n: ) and (,z I)r is equal to the Fisher-Yates expression 
From this it follows by a familiar argument ‘24, p. 21Sj that the eupecrzd value ot 
ni;) (meaning n*, (n,, - 1) l . + (n,, - v + I>) is rqual to fi%‘~‘/N”” (V = 0, 1,2,. . . ). 
Therefore the factoriai moment generating tinction of the random t;xtriahlc II,, is 
equal to the finite sum 
where pet is the probability that %r = p. On putting 1 + t = M, and equating 
co&Cents of like powers of u on the t\tio ;ides of the ec(uation, we find that 
Therefore fz (the number of cell frequencies equal to 2) Isas espectation 
(7.1 I) 
Therefore, from (2.4), we have 
A(k,(nr.),(~~)) = &N-2”Xr(v!)-t[k(k + 1,y 
and (‘7.8) follows easily. 
A, special case of (7.8) is 
(7.12) 
Some examples of the ratio of A (k, n, r x I) to this alyqtotic value are given in 
Tables I and 2. From Table 2 we infer that the asymF,totic formula (7.12) gives 
reasonable approximations for n = 3 when k 3 0.5 even if r is not large; but, for k 
as small as O,f, r needs to exceed 100 if the error is to be less than 50%. A more 
precise asymptotic formula would be useful. For n = 2 the results are better, but 
A (k,2, r x I) can be computed extremely quickly anyway, by the methods of 
Section 3. 
Table 1. Value 8 of the qrr,,jtient of A (k, 2, I x r) by the asymptotic expression (7.12). (See also (7.6) and 
the comments following it .) 
r\k 0.1 0.5 1 
e--___..___I_._l__.___s- 
4 1.060 1.209 1 .c)81; 
10 I.666 I .O!% 1.028 
e---w -- C-I rc-- 
Tal ble 2. Values of the quotient of A (k, 3, r x r) by the asymptotic fbxpressiun (7.12). 
11__-_ ---u_I_- ._IYI -P 
r’k 0.1 0.5 1 2 3 
I____ -p- U--U___.- 
2 O.OOoW 12 0.560 0.974 1.0% 1 .tvs 
3 o..oOOO97o 0.652 0.957 1 .Q41 I.045 
it 0.674 0.94s 1 Q28 1 .(I32 
S 0.00127 0,697 0.9% 1. 022 1.024 
110 0.00845 O.8u9 0.977’ IQ11 1 .Q53 
15 0.0195 0.6465 0.985 1 MY74 il 0083 
; il 0.15387 fb.896 0.%9 t .00?i5 1 .Of%s 
7%~ eitumufatron of muys 35 
8. Number-thearetkail result?- 
WC )ioiow prove two simple divisibility theorc:ms. Apart from their number- 
theoretical interest + they can be used for correcting almost exact values cjf 
A(l,n,r x t) and of A *(?B,r x r). 
Theorem 8.1. If t is a prime. tlzen 
4 (modr) ifn =O(modr). 
Tihe resub upplies to A * uI.w , if n s t. 
Prmf‘ C‘c nsider an t X r arrily for which all the marginal totals are u but not all 
rows arc Identical. Then, by rotating the rows among one another cyclically, as if 
the rows here the generators of a spinning horizonjal cylinder, we can produce just 
I such attavs ( ,sicce r is here assumed to be prime>, SCJ that all such arrays fall into 
subsets r:ach containing I arr;lys. Remove all these arrays, and apply the same idea 
to the remaining arrays (each of which has all its r(lws identical) but using columns 
kstcad of rows. The number of arrays removed will again be a nultiple of r. The 
only array left, if any, will have all its rows identical ancl all its columns identicaJ. 
There is no such array if n is not a multip!e of r, an3 just one if PI is a multiple of r. 
“I his argument can be readily generalized to mart thc*n two dimensions. 
Theurem 82. Let p be Q prime number satisfying tlru iqualitics n < p 5 L (I need 
nut be grime.) Tktr A (I, n, r X r) and A *(n, r x r) are Ml-3 ~bl w&pie s of p. 
Pmt. Consider an r x t array for which all row and column tc,.tals are cqu~J to n, 
and think of its first ij rows as the generators of a horizontal cyclinder. These p rows 
cannot bc identical, ::‘or then some of the column totals would be at least p and this 
is ruled out b~ausc* p > n. Therefore, if this cylkder is spun, it will produce p 
distinct alrra)r ‘s, since: p is a prime. Hence all legal arrays fall into non-overlapping 
sets each containing p arrays. This proof applies to both ,\ (I, n, r x t) md 
A *(n, r x r), agAd even to arrays winh arbitrary constrxnts on each row partition if 
the canstrsints arc 1 he same for each row. 
9. A temma corwwning homogeneous generating functions oLn 
In the next wctisn tt methdd using roots of unity will be given for comguting 
A (k,(nl.),(n.& As a check it has been used for confirming the formula 
A(l,n$G) 
which was given by Ste..g i*t and Stein (221. The method of the next section depends on 
the following lemma which is of independent interest: 
Lemma 9.1. f~if P(v) = P(yI, yz, . . .,yb) be a homogeneotis polynomial in 
y19 Yzr . . . . y,ofa!~~greeN,andletm,,mz ,..., mS be non -negative integers whose surtt 
is N. Then 
(9.2) 
For example, one may takk t, = m, -t 1 G; = 1,2, . . . , s) in which case w”-~~‘~ 
&uces to (ri y. (‘1~ might have been thought necessary to take t, ) N bul to do SO 
woff ld be very u f. aconomical.) 
Proof. By using Lmifiar properties of roots of unity we may see that the right side 
is equal to the S’Grn of the coefficients of 
in P(y), where I’,, I,, , . . , ls are strictly llositive integers. (The technique here is also 
familiar, but the 1~ rploitation of homogleneity that we make next may be new.) Since 
R’y ) is homogen~~~us of degree Iv we must have x, [ ljtt - (ti - m, )] = IV. But then 
wilt3 equality ontl if I, = l2 = - 9 l = l, = I. Thus the sum of the coefficients men- 
tioned reduces si nply to the required coefficient of ym. 
where it may be loted that x requires no subscript. Now 
where 
In particular. if we take F, = n, -t 1, we have 
(Kl.3) 
The function C can be written in a few different ways: 
where Ip 12~ pi + p2 + l 9 9 +- F~, and x = exp(27r\:‘-t/[(~ - l)m, c 11). Here again 
we can instlcsd tnke x = exp{&r v’_t/u,) where u, is ixny integer greater than 
(F - l)mi, arrd SUIII over s from 0 to u1 - 1, and this change may he u:;eful if uw make 
use of a Fast Fouriel~ Transform algorithm for which ui has ccrtaill favor4 values 
(see9 for exampie, Good [I I)). 
A further transformation of C(k, (o.Q), tn, ) can be made by sun7ming the finite 
SfXkS 
aad this is apt ts be especi;illy wortb~h~~e when k = 1. This gives 
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(10.7) 
If the: tj’s am chosen to be equal, to say t, SO that wi can be called o, then 
C.jk,(d~), ml) depends only on the frequency count (signature) of (~1) when k, t, 
and nrr are given, so that an appreciable reduction in computation time is then 
avaitable. 
Another tranformation of C(k, (wri), mc) is 
C(k,(l~~~~),r ii)= %(x”h)exp { - k C &(I - xop)] 
i 
c k = =I+~2+‘.‘Sp ST;!. l . LI! (r,!cy*!cyJ l . .1”1py3.. . ’ (10.8) 
where the number of terms is equai to the number of partition3 of mi and in fact 
~l,ar;r,l. * ., run ?:hrough all non-negative integer solutions of 
SI = :j: wf;, S* = c @;“I,. . , , 
i i 
Formula (10.8) is convenient for expressing A (k, m, n) as a polynomial in k and this 
is useful when its value is required for several values of k. A convenient check is 




Q al!az!a3! l . l”t2*23”3. . - 
=(“yJ;l)* (10.9) 
For h = 1, thit; can be proved by noting that (a,!al!a3! l l l 1”12*2 l - - )-I is the 
probability that a “flat-random” permutation of mi objects htis a1 cycles of iength 
1, at of length 2,. . . , a fact that is equivalent to an enu_meration formula due to 
Cauchy [5]. 
When m, is independent of i, aaid is equal to say m, we have 
A(k,sm,ut)=A(k,m,n)= 
If in addition 81~ is independent of j, and if s = r, we obtain 
(10.11) 
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r!(qo!+! ” 0 q,,!), so we have 
A (k, n, r x I) = (10.12) 
where C,, (k, n) is given by the sum occurring in (10.8) with cyI -+ 2a: + 3at + - + - = n, 
and S, = +)+i&WY+q~W2”+‘*~. We used (10.12) for m~tst of the numerical 
calculations. The factor (n -+ I)-’ could of course be taken outside the summation in 
(l&12), but for some reason, our calculations work better with the factor inside. 
An example of (10.11) is 




2’ r’- 1 0 ; (r-2~r+(:)(r-4).---..] L 
which proves the identity 
$2’ Z rr - (I’) (r - 2)’ 1 (;j (r - 4)’ - l - ’ 
wherl: the series continues to the term with c.~eRicient ii). This 
case of the binomial identity 
(a + bn)’ - (I) (a -i- bin - b)’ + (;) .$Q + bn - 2b)’ - . . . = brrf 
(mn) 
dentity 
which can be readily proved b* v a familia: technique of the calculus of finite 
differences. 
Again (with the appropriate definitions of S,, Sz, . . . ), 
A (k, 2, r x r) = 5 ‘$f i,/(kS; c SJ. 
Y 
_- 
where o = exp (2% t/ - 113); and 




Consider a 4 x r x s three:-dimznsional array for which the one-dimensional 
marginal totals are nh..,n.,,n., (h ==1,2 ,.=., 4; i==d,2..-4; * J = 1,2,...,s) 
which we also denote, for brevity, by I,,, ote c &I =’ c V-r, = c Q i’)Ii 
N, and we define A (k, (L ). f:r., ), (n, )) 
so that A (1, I, m, n) if the number of thre~e=dimensional arrays having the given 
one-dimensional marginal totals, We have 
[A?ecause the factors containing xl xzt . . . , x, can be separated] 
== %(z”) [%(y’) n %(xy n (I - Ji:y$,)-k] 
h 4.i 
where tr ZVPI, d-1, itit = exp(2n ‘m/t,), and pf runs from 0 to ti - 1 
(i = 1,2,..., I). This I’ollows from the Lemma, as in ths: two-dimensional case, 
because 
is a homogeneous polynomial In the y’s of degree N’ (when the q’s are regarded as 
constants). We have now expressed A (k, I, m, II) 2s the coefficient of z * in a 
homogeneous polynomial in the z’s of degree N Therefore 
where 
M# an, + 1 (i = I,2 ,..., S), $1 = exp(27&=$@), and V, runs from 0 to uj - J 
o’= 1,2,..., 3). The coefkient of n ‘h can of course be expressed in the various 
ways described for two-dimensional tables, with trivial modifications. 
When I,, = .PII~ =n, == n [independent of h, i, and j) ufe write: A &,I, m, n) as 
A (k, n, f x I x r ;:, Then 
1 A(k,n,rxrxr)=-7 
(n + xy 
erc w = exp[27rlf=-i/(n -t- I,], 884 
WhCW 
Wbn &vi = I, the summand in (11.4) factorizes into a function of p timcc. the came 
function ( rf v and leads, by (HI. I 3) to the result k ’ (r !)’ whick iA easi iy proved 
directly. ranother example is 
- . . 
where hf:r e w = exp(2n d - P 
A sh 31-t computer L pro@ I-:?* , based on formula (11.4), leads to values 
rl(l, 2,2 r 2 x 2) = 12, and A (1, ;, 3 x 3 x 3) = 36, both of which are easy to think 
out indepr:ndently. 
12. The branching a&prithm 
Stein 2nd Stein [22] describe an interesting “branching” algorithm for evaluating 
A (1, (n i ), (n i)) and we shall describe a more general algarithm for A (k, (n i ), (n ,)). 
Although this algorithm is very similar to theirs we think it is worth spelling out 
because of the difficultv FZ had in understanding their exposition. 
Definition KU. If the components of a vector (n, : of non-negative integers are 
rearranged in non-decreasing order we describe the r~zarrangement as the signature 
of (n,.), f&owing Stein and Stein’s terminology. Signatures can be put, in a natural 
manner, inta one-to-one correspondence *with “frequency counts” which can be 
expressed in partiticn notation such as 3”2’X402 meaning “two 3’s, one 2, four l’s, 
and two OV’, the corresponding signature being (3,3, Z, 1 z 1) 1 9 I,& 0). The name of 
this signature is 3”2’1%‘. 
D&niltlanr 12.2. A pseudo -tree is a finite connected oriented linear graph such that 
(i) coach vertex has scme predecessors (pos_;ibly none) and some success :W (possibly 
none). <ii) ‘T&X i6; ia “top” vertex with m3r predec&sors, a bottom vertex with no 
successors, and at1 other vertices have at least one predecessor and one successor 
(the psc$ud+tree hat gs from its root). The root is in pvwatiun or levcbl I). (iii) Ail 
the arrows 3n the edges of the graph point downwards. Every path from the top to a 
giv&?n wrttc ! K is 0% the same “length” called the generation g of that vertex 
(g =8,1,2. . ..). 
Thus a ttseudo-tree ~e$~rnb~es an or~~inary oriented tree except that in a 
peudo-tre: : g vertex cm have more than one predecessor, and the pse 
pe zsf a S~~~~d~~ or tY* 
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another) is a non-ne;<ative number called the stren,<fh of that edge. The strength ofa 
ydrth from the top to the bottom is defined as the product of the strengths of the 
cclges that make uip that path. The strength of Ihe pseudo-tree is defined as the sum 
01’ the strengths a:[ all possible pa:hs from the top to the bottom. 
Definition 12.4. Consider a pseudo-tree that has Just s + 1 generations, and with vi 
vtxtices in the jth generation 0 = o,l,. . . , s), where v(J = ZJ, = 1. We shall define 
matrices M,, Mz, . . . , A&, where M, may be called the gth matr:x of the pseudo-tree. 
WC first arrange all the vertices in each row of the pseudo-tree in an arbitrary order 
from left to right, so that we can talk of the first, second, . . . vertices in each 
gi:;lcration. Then Md has V, -, rows and us columns, and its element in row Q and 
ct,furnn 6 is the weight of the edge that connects the nth vertex in generation g - 1 
to the bth vertex in generation g. If these two vertices are not connected this weight 
is interpreted as zerc). Thus M, depersds on the arbitrary ordering of the vertices 
Hithin generations, but only up to pe:*mutations of the rows and permutations of 
Ehc columns of M,. 
Theorem 12.5. 7le strength : of ~1 peudo-tree is equal to the matrix p~oduci 
M,MrM,. s . M,, o&ich is a scalar. This se&r does not depend on the arbitrary orders 
within generations. 
The proof is fairly obvious and is omitted. 
We shali now associate with a pair of vectors (n,.) and (‘n j) (regarded as the tow 
totals and column totals ol an array), a psetido-tree whose strength is equal to 
A (k, (n, ), (cr ,)). The construction is not symmi:trical with respect to the rows and 
columns of the array. 
The top vertex of the pseudo-tree is labetled with the vector (n J and the 
signature of (n, ), and may also be regarded as sotresponding to some I X s 
arrays. Each vertex in the gth generation is 1ebeHed with the (s - g)-vector 
(n 0 zr-.-5 n , -8) and with a possible signature of the r-vector of row totals when 
the g - I right-hand columns of the array are omitted (g = 1,2,. . . , s). A vertex in 
generation g can be regarded as corresponding to some r Y (s - g) arrays. We now 
have to define the strengths of the edges. 
Let Q be a vertex in generation g and b a vertex in generation g + I and Iet their 
labels be 
fn bb... rn.s .e-r; pI,&,. ..,p:) ( I ;)I:=n.+*+n,_,_, . ) 
XI b,...., v,) be a sequence of norz-ne ;,tive integers such that (g, - vl, 
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cl2 - 1’2, ’ * l , cc, - v~) is some permutation of (CL i, CL 5, . . . , ,u i). Of course C -‘, = n 3 $. 
We may ihink of (q, . . . , v,) as a possible gth cdwnn of $3~ array. Thetl the strength 
of the edge joining u to 6 is defined as the sum of the prochxt 
where 
and where the sum is taken over all possible vectors (Ye, vz,. . , , v,) with the 
property just mentioned. This completes the definition of the pseudo-tree and the 
strengths of its edges, and gives a sufficient desF &on of the branchrng algorithm 
for computing A (k&2,), (12 ,)). For numeric?: examples, with k = + I, see [22], 
If w is replaced by an arbitrary function, an’d if the weighi: of an array is defined 
as fl,, w(n,,), then the above algorithm would give the general “weighted enumer- 
ation” of all arrays with given row and column totals. For example, if w(v) = I 
when v = 0 or an integral power of 2, and otherwise W(V) == 0, then the weighted 
enumeration is simply the enumeration of arrays with given marginal totals when 
every cell contains either a 0 or a power of 2. It is even possible t0 atl0w w to 
depend ;iIso on the rxrginal totals, so the algorithm could be usefixIfar_ the :heory af 
a wider class of Bayesian mudels for contingency tables thn thoss considered by 
Csod f HI]. 
13. Numerical examples 
We hope to report most of our numerical exampica in %I statistic4 periodical 
because of the application to contingency tables. For the pregsent we recal, that we 
have programs for computing A (k, n, T x I) by the method depending on roots of 
unity. Within about lO%, the running times for the calculation on an IBM 370/161$ 
using ’ 'double precision” FORTRAN, that is, using fourteen Ggnificant figures (and 
giving results correct to twelve or thirteen places) we:e, for the calculations done, 
where p(n) is the number of partitions of n (for example, p(5)1= 7). Fu exam;, e:. it 
WOUI~ take about 25 minutes to compute r\ (1,7,14). “Single precision” arithm.?tir 
(seven places) cuts only about 30% from rhe running time and gives ;proportional 
errors of the order of l/10,000. The branching program, applied tcl A (1,7,14), 
would take severaI hours on the MANIAC at Los Alamos, according to [22, p, 131, 
but would give the exact answer. A comparison of the roots-of-unity program with 
the blrarlching program is difficult to make because the IBM machine, combine:d 
with FORTIZAN, is very different fsrom the Los Ata os MANIAC’ coinhined with 
the language ?Aadcap V, which were used by Stein and Stein. ’ 
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For k = 1 we did the calculaGons for n = 3(J)& r = 5(1)8 and. where they 
overlapped with the results in {22], the results agreed to 13 significant figures. We 
found that the deviations from the exact values (given in 1221) were much ihe same 
as the magnitudes of the calculated imaginary parts (which would be zero in exact 
calculation:;), as one might expect. ‘I’his enables us to assert, for.exampbIe, some new 
values of A (1, n, r x r) given in Table 3, The approximations (7.1) and (7.12) are 
also given in the table. In these examples (7.1) is much the better approximation. 
Table 3. Some values of A(1, n, r x r) and asymptotic approximations. Multiplication by lo”, for 
example, is denoted by (15). 
n I A(l,n,r )r: I) (7.1) (7.12) 
6 7 5.562418293 8(15) 3.88(15) 3.X( 16) 
7 7 2.157 1760805(17j 1 Sl(l7) 5.8S(l8) 
H 7 5.9459686523(18) 4.16(1&j 1.04(21) 
6 8 1.146012423 8(20) 7.89(1?) 6.39(20) 
7 8 1.359 070 74 19(22) 9.37(2 1) 2.69(23) 
8 x I .046 591482 7(24) 7.2 1(23) 1.14(26) 
- _L 
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